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Telco equity performance



Telcos have seen strong outperformance

Note: As of 23/6/2014. Relative stock performance is vs ASX300. Capital return only, excludes dividends.

QROL YROL 2YROL 3YROL QROL YROL 2YROL 3YROL
Telstra (TLS) 4% 16% 44% 81% 2% -1% 11% 61%
SingTel (SGT) 5% 6% 31% 43% 2% -11% -3% 24%
TPG Telecom (TPM) -8% 69% 241% 238% -10% 52% 207% 218%
iiNet (IIN) -7% 30% 143% 176% -9% 13% 109% 157%
M2 (MTU) -4% 10% 86% 80% -6% -6% 53% 61%
Amcom (AMM) -3% 18% 91% 159% -5% 1% 57% 139%
Vocus (VOC) -5% 127% 134% 79% -7% 111% 101% 59%
Telecom NZ (TEL) 10% 31% 28% 61% 8% 15% -5% 41%
Chorus (CNU) 2% -19% -33% 0% -36% -67%
Hutchison (HTA) -22% 46% 94% -4% -24% 29% 61% -24%
Macquarie (MAQ) -26% -20% -29% -42% -28% -37% -63% -61%
BigAir (BGL) -13% 51% 147% 200% -15% 35% 113% 180%
MyNetFone (MNF) 14% 98% 353% 12% 82% 319%
Nextdc Limited -18% -33% -5% 2% -20% -49% -38% -17%

ABSOLUTE PERFORMANCE RELATIVE PERFORMANCE



What has driven telco equity outperformance?

Market defensive/yield bias; Telcos …
■ Are not highly cyclical, and offer largely indispensable services
■ Have high degree of predictability of earnings
■ Offer some degree of growth
Better understanding of ex-TLS business models/risks
Earnings growth
■ 2-3 years of very supportive competitive environment – margin expansion
■ M&A / accretive acquisitions

Underlying EPS (earnings per share)TLS yield vs AUS10year bond yield



M&A - a key driver of earnings growth over last few years



Further M&A possibilities

Energy 
businesses



Mobile Industry



Mobile Industry: ~$19b revenue, $6.7b EBITDA

Reported mobile revenue actually in decline! But 1-2% growth underlying.
■ Termination declines; Accounting of new ‘MRO plans’; Equipment sales down on subsidy declines.

■ Growth detractors: ‘‘excess usage / international roaming’; market maturity; MVNO traction; 
alternative service providers; and falling SMS/voice usage

■ Key growth driver now data monetisation across categories.
But EBITDA and margins up! Lower subsidies, cost-out, rational market 

Capex at all time high. $2.0b April 2013 spectrum auction payable in 2HCY14 + some unsold; $3.1b on 
spectrum relicensing in FY13-FY15; TLS, Optus, VHA all spending on network/LTE.

Industry mobile service revenue Industry mobile EBITDA growth



Telstra mobile market share at record levels but …

Telstra – unprecedented gains for 3 years, as it continues to execute and 
capitalise on competitor weakness
Vodafone - huge declines since disastrous network/customer issues in 2010
Optus – large strategy change; revenue re-basing, re-organisations, 
restructuring of channels; wholesale strategy change
Has a structural shift in competition has just occurred?
Key themes going forward; Data monetisation

Mobile service revenue market share

Source: Company data, CBA estimates Source: Company data, CBA estimates

Mobile connection net adds



Fixed Industry



Fixed: voice declines offset by broadband

Fixed market revenue declines due to fixed voice
No slowdown/saturation in retail broadband
■ Industry net adds were +175k in 2HCY13 – highest since 1HCY08!
■ >+400k pa net adds forecast in each of FY15/16/17

EBITDA margin improvement from all players
■ Cost-out, merger synergies and scale. Also regulatory positives for resellers. 

Focus on more than just access
■ Bundling, mobile, TV, new segments, brands and services

Fixed industry revenue growth

*Fixed Industry  is  defined here as fixed voice + fixed broadband products only from Telstra, Optus, iiNet , 
TPG, M2, Primus, Internode, Dodo,  AAPT, TransACT , Adam and Foxtel. It excludes most corporate data.

Fixed industry EBITDA growth

Source: Company data, CBA estimates



Broadband market share

Source: Company data, CBA estimates

Top 5 providers have ~93% retail broadband market share
■ Further consolidation still expected, including outside consumer space.

TLS losing standalone voice but growing broadband/bundles
TPG and Dodo outperforming, iiNet and Optus struggling until very recently
Key Themes going forward
■ Competition increase? Foxtel launch, regulatory price reset, NBN and margin implications

Broadband market shares

Source: Company data, CBA estimates

Broadband net adds



National Broadband Network (NBN)

Telstra receives compensation for participation and structural separation.
Significant impacts for IIN, TPM, MTU, SGT
■ Margin contraction vs own infrastructure given NBN price/access structure, 
■ Increased geographic reach, especially in regional areas, 
■ NBN churn event
■ NBN model encourages scale; CVC pricing issue!

NBN – a way forward
■ Vertigan review outcomes
■ Certainty sought
■ TLS well placed!
■ Infrastructure competition / TPG?

TLS annual Fixed product EBITDA under 
current NBN deal, $m



Stock views



FY20f

Telstra

Sound strategy – delivering operationally
Cashed up – what to do with it?
■ After asset sales, TLS ‘cumulative excess cash’ of $5.1b by end-FY14. 
■ Preference for returning capital is fully franked dividends.
■ Dividend going up. But how much? Must be sustainable. What about NBN? 
■ How much investment in supporting medium- & long-term earnings?
■ Other forms of capital management?

FY08 FY14f

Telstra proportion of EBITDA



TLS vs global comps / Aus 10year bond

TLS is trading at modest premium to US peer average (vs 
historical discount) on PE-basis.
Yield spread from Aus 10yr bond near lows. Yield still healthy at 
5.6% FY14 (fully-franked), and 6.2% FY15. However, if bond 
yields/interest rates rise, TLS likely to underperform.

TLS global Peer average PE (1yr forward) TLS yield spread vs 10yr bond



TLS vs historical PE and PE relative

TLS absolute PE is now above long-term averages (12-
mth forward at 15.8x) 
TLS PE rel vs Industrials ex-financial is trading at ~10% 
discount (largely inline with long-term average).

TLS PE absolute (1 year forward) TLS PE rel. vs Industrials ex-financials (1 year forward PE)



Questions
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